Abstract-As the size and complexity of high performance computing (HPC) systems grow in line with advancements in hardware and software technology, HPC systems increasingly suffer from performance variations due to shared resource contention as well as software-and hardware-related problems. Such performance variations can lead to failures and inefficiencies, which impact the cost and resilience of HPC systems. To minimize the impact of performance variations, one must quickly and accurately detect and diagnose the anomalies that cause the variations and take mitigating actions. However, it is difficult to identify anomalies based on the voluminous, high-dimensional, and noisy data collected by system monitoring infrastructures. This paper presents a novel machine learning based framework to automatically diagnose performance anomalies at runtime. Our framework leverages historical resource usage data to extract signatures of previously-observed anomalies. We first convert collected time series data into easy-to-compute statistical features. We then identify the features that are required to detect anomalies, and extract the signatures of these anomalies. At runtime, we use these signatures to diagnose anomalies with negligible overhead. We evaluate our framework using experiments on a real-world HPC supercomputer and demonstrate that our approach successfully identifies 98 percent of injected anomalies and consistently outperforms existing anomaly diagnosis techniques.
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INTRODUCTION
E XTREME-SCALE computing is essential for many engineering and scientific research applications. These applications suffer from significant performance variations reaching up to 100 percent difference between the best and worst completion times with the same input data [1] , [2] . Performance variations can be caused by hardware-and software-related anomalies such as orphan processes left over from previous jobs [3] , firmware bugs [4] , memory leaks [5] , CPU throttling for thermal control [6] , reduced CPU frequency due to hardware problems [7] , and shared resource contention [8] , [9] . In addition to performance degradation, these anomalies can also lead to premature job terminations [3] . The unpredictability caused by anomalies, combined with the growing size and complexity of high performance computing (HPC) systems, makes efficient system management challenging. In fact, unpredictability is a major roadblock towards the design of exascale HPC systems.
Detection and diagnosis of anomalies have traditionally relied on the experience and expertise of human operators. By continuously monitoring and analyzing system logs, performance counters, and application resource usage patterns, HPC operators can assess system health and identify the root causes of performance variations. In today's HPC systems, this process would translate into manual examination of billions of data points per day [10] . As system size and complexity grows, such manual processing becomes increasingly time-consuming and error-prone. Hence, automated anomaly diagnosis is essential for efficient operation of future HPC systems.
While a number of techniques have been proposed for detecting anomalies that cause performance variations in HPC systems [11] , [12] , these techniques still rely on human operators to discover the root causes of the anomalies, leading to delayed mitigation and wasted compute resources. An effective way of decreasing the delay between anomalies and remedies is to automate the diagnosis of anomalies [13] , which paves the way for automated mitigation.
In this paper, we propose a framework to automatically detect the compute nodes suffering from previously observed anomalies and identify the type of the anomaly independent of the applications running on the compute nodes. Our framework detects and diagnoses anomalies by applying machine learning algorithms on resource usage and performance metrics (e.g., number of network packets received), which are already collected in many HPC systems. Compared to our earlier work [14] , our new framework diagnoses anomalies online, i.e., without having to wait for an application to complete its execution.
We evaluate our framework on a Cray XC30m supercomputer using multiple benchmark suites and synthetic anomalies that are designed to mimic real-life scenarios. We demonstrate that our approach effectively identifies 98 percent of the injected anomalies while leading to only 0.08 percent false anomaly alarms with an F-score over 0.99, while the F-scores of other state-of-the-art techniques remain below 0.94. As shown in our evaluation, our approach successfully diagnoses anomalies even when running unknown applications that are not used during training. Our specific contributions are as follows:
We design and build an application-agnostic, lowoverhead, online anomaly detection framework that enables automatic detection and diagnosis of previously-observed anomalies that contribute to performance variations. Using experiments on a Cray XC30m supercomputer, we demonstrate that our approach consistently outperforms state-of-theart techniques on diagnosing anomalies. We introduce an easy-to-compute online statistical feature extraction and selection approach that identifies the features required to detect target anomalies and reduces the computational overhead of online anomaly diagnosis by more than 50 percent. The remainder of the paper starts with an overview of the related work. Then, Section 3 introduces our anomaly diagnosis framework. In Section 4, we explain our experimental methodology. Section 5 presents our results, and we conclude in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
In the last decade, there has been growing interest in building automatic performance anomaly detection tools for cloud or HPC systems [15] . A number of tools have been proposed to detect anomalies of either a specific type (such as network anomalies) or multiple types. These tools in general rely on rule-based methods, time-series prediction, or machine learning algorithms.
Rule-based anomaly detection methods are commonly deployed in large-scale systems. These methods use threshold-based rules on the monitored resource usage and performance metrics, where the rules are set by domain experts based on the performance and resource usage constraints, application characteristics, and the target HPC system [16] , [17] . The reliance of such methods on expert knowledge limits their applicability. In addition, these rules significantly depend on the target HPC infrastructure and are not easily generalizable to other systems.
Time-series based approaches build a time-series model and make predictions based on the collected metrics. These methods raise an anomaly alert whenever the prediction does not match the observed metric value beyond an acceptable range of differences. Previous research has employed multiple time-series models including support vector regression [18] , auto-regressive integrated moving average [19] , spectral Kalman filter [19] , and Holt-Winters forecasting [20] . While such methods successfully detect anomalous behavior, they are not designed to identify the type of the anomalies (i.e., diagnosis). Moreover, these methods can lead to unacceptable computational overhead when the collected set of metrics is large.
A number of machine learning based approaches have been proposed to detect anomalies on cloud and HPC systems. These approaches utilize unsupervised learning algorithms such as affinity propagation clustering [21] , DBSCAN [22] , isolation forest [23] , hierarchical clustering [24] , k-means clustering [25] , and kernel density estimation [20] , as well as supervised learning algorithms such as support vector machines (SVM) [26] , k-nearest-neighbors (kNN) [18] , [27] , random forest [28] , and Bayesian classifier [29] . Although these studies can detect anomalies on HPC and cloud systems with high accuracy, only a few studies aim at diagnosing the anomaly types [13] . As we show in our evaluation (Section 5), our approach of using tree-based algorithms on features that summarize time series behavior outperforms existing techniques on detecting and diagnosing anomalies.
Feature extraction is essential to reduce computation overhead and to improve the detection accuracy in learning-based approaches. In addition to using common statistical features such as mean/variance [11] , previous works on HPC anomaly detection have also studied features such as correlation coefficients [30] , Shannon entropy [31] , and mutual information gain [24] . Some approaches also explored advanced feature extraction methods including principal component analysis (PCA) [12] , [27] , independent component analysis (ICA) [27] , [29] , and wavelet-transformation [32] , [33] . In Section 5, we demonstrate that combining statistical feature extraction with anomaly-aware feature selection results in superior anomaly indicators compared to the features selected using statistical techniques such as ICA.
Failure detection and diagnosis on large scale computing systems is related to performance anomaly detection as these two fields share some common interests and technologies [7] . Nguyen et al. proposed a method to pinpoint faulty components by analyzing the propagation of the faults [34] . Similarly, a diagnostic tool called PerfAugur has been developed to help administrators trace the cause of an anomaly by finding common attributes that predicate an anomaly [35] . These studies focus on fault detection, whereas our goal is to find the causes of performance variation, which do not necessarily lead to failures.
In our recent work [14] , we designed an automated anomaly detection framework that diagnoses anomalies in contrast to solely detecting anomalies. However, this framework detects anomalies once an application completes its execution, which can cause significant delays in anomaly diagnosis especially for long-running applications. Moreover, our earlier work did not have a solution for identifying features that are required for anomaly detection, which is necessary for low-overhead analysis at runtime.
Our work is different from related work in the following aspects: Our proposed framework can detect and diagnose previously observed performance anomalies, which do not necessarily lead to failures. Our approach does not rely on expert knowledge beyond initial labeling or determination of anomalies of interest, has negligible computational overhead, and can diagnose anomalies at runtime. In Section 5, we show that our technique consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in diagnosing performance anomalies in HPC systems.
ANOMALY DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS
Our goal is to quickly and accurately detect whether a compute node is anomalous (i.e., experiencing anomalous behavior) and classify the type of the anomaly (e.g., network contention or memory leak) at runtime, independent of the application that is running on the compute node. We target anomalies that are caused by applications or system software/hardware such as orphan processes, memory leaks, and shared resource contention. Once an anomaly is detected, mitigative measures can be taken promptly by administrators, users, or automated system management mechanisms.
To detect and classify anomalies, we introduce an automated approach based on machine learning. Fig. 1 shows an overview of our framework. We leverage historical resource usage and performance data that are collected from healthy and anomalous nodes to learn the signatures of target anomalies. As an HPC application can run on multiple nodes in parallel, if any of these nodes is anomalous, the entire application's resource usage patterns may be affected. Hence, if a job running on multiple nodes suffers from an anomaly, we include only the anomalous node in the training set and discard the remaining nodes' data.
Using the data collected from known healthy and anomalous runs, we extract and identify the statistical features that are useful to detect target anomalies, and generate concise anomaly signatures using machine learning algorithms. At runtime, we monitor the compute nodes, extract the features that are identified during training, and compare these features with the anomaly signatures. The remainder of this section explains these steps in detail.
Monitoring and Feature Extraction
We leverage data that are already periodically collected in HPC systems to assess system health. These data typically consist of time series of resource usage and performance metrics such as CPU utilization, number of network packets received, and power consumption. Our framework does not depend on a specific set of collected metrics and can be coupled with a variety of HPC monitoring tools such as Ganglia 1 and LDMS [10] .
For each collected metric, we keep track of the recently observed W values in a sliding window time series, and calculate the following statistical features:
The minimum and the maximum values Percentile values (5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th) The first four moments (i.e., mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis). The above features retain the time series characteristics and bring substantial computational and storage savings compared to directly using the raw values. To enable easy scaling, we extract these statistical features from individual compute nodes and do not account for the interaction and correlation between multiple nodes.
In each measurement time step, the features are calculated in at most Oðlog W Þ computational complexity for a sliding window size of W . With a constant and small W , this enables us to generate features at runtime with negligible overhead. The value of W is determined offline based on the target anomalies and the target system (see Section 5.1 for details). While using a large window size typically makes it easier to detect anomalies, it delays anomaly detection.
Feature Selection
HPC system monitoring infrastructures may collect hundreds of resource usage and performance metrics per compute node [10] . Performing anomaly diagnosis based on only a subset of these metrics and calculating only the statistical features that are useful for diagnosis can save significant computational overhead. Furthermore, feature selection can improve the accuracy of classification algorithms (see Section 5.2).
During training, we first generate all features, and then identify the features that are useful for anomaly detection using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test [36] together with the Benjamini-Yakutieli procedure [37] . This methodology has been shown to be successful for selection of time series features for regression and binary classification [38] . Fig. 1 . Overall system architecture. In the offline training phase, we use resource usage and performance data from known healthy and anomalous runs to identify features that are calculated from time series windows and are useful to distinguish anomalies. The selected features are then used by machine learning algorithms to extract concise anomaly signatures. At runtime, we generate only the selected features from the recently observed resource usage and performance data, and predict the anomalies using the machine learning models. We raise an anomaly alarm only if the anomaly prediction is persistent across multiple sliding windows.
1. https://ganglia.info For a given feature that is extracted from an anomalous node, the KS test compares the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of that feature with the CDF of the same feature when running the same application without any anomaly. Based on the number of data points in the CDFs and the maximum distance between the CDFs, the KS test provides a p-value. Here, a small p-value indicates that there is a high statistical difference between the two CDFs, which, in this case, is caused by the presence of an anomaly.
The p-values corresponding to all features are then sorted and passed to the Benjamini-Yakutieli procedure. This procedure determines a p-value threshold and discards the features with p-values higher than this threshold. This threshold is calculated probabilistically based on a given expected false discovery rate (FDR), which is the proportion of useful features among all discarded features. As discussed in Section 5.2 in detail, the FDR parameter has negligible impact on the number of features selected in our dataset.
The methodology described above has been proposed for binary classification [38] . We adapt this methodology for anomaly diagnosis via multi-class classification as follows: We select the useful features for each anomaly-application pair that exists in the training data. We then use the union of the selected features to train machine learning models. This way, even if a feature is useful only to detect a specific anomaly when running a specific application, that feature is included in our analysis. Since this approach looks at every feature independently, we might filter out features whose combination (or joint CDF) is an indicator of an anomaly. However, our results indicate that this is not the case in practice as the feature selection only results in accuracy improvement (see Section 5). A feature cross (i.e., multiplying every feature with every other feature) before feature selection could be used in cases where this feature selection procedure eliminates important feature pairs.
Model Training
We generate the selected features using the data collected from the individual nodes that are used in the known healthy and anomalous runs. We use these features to train supervised machine learning models where the label of each node is given as the type of the observed anomaly on that node (or healthy). In the absence of labeled data for anomalies, the training can be performed using controlled experiments with synthetic anomalies, which are programs that mimic real-life anomalies.
With training data from a diverse set of applications that represent the expected workload characteristics in the target HPC system, machine learning algorithms extract the signatures of anomalies independent of the applications running on the compute nodes. This allows us to identify previously observed anomaly signatures on compute nodes even when the nodes are running an unknown application that is not used during training. Hence, our framework does not need any application-related information from workload managers such as Slurm. 2 We focus on tree-based machine learning models since our earlier studies demonstrated that tree-based models are superior for detecting anomalies in HPC systems compared to SVM or kNN [14] . Tree-based algorithms are inherently multi-class classifiers, and can perform classification based on the behavior of combinations of features. Distance based classifiers such as kNN are often misled by our data since we have many features in our dataset, and they are from very different domains, e.g., the 75th percentile of CPU utilization and the standard deviation of incoming packets per second. Moreover, tree-based algorithms, in general, generate easy-to-understand models that lend themselves to scrutinization by domain experts. Other models such as neural networks typically provide low observability into their decision process and reasoning, and require significantly more training samples compared to tree based algorithms. Treebased models also allow us to further reduce the set of features that needs to be generated as decision trees typically do not use all the available features to split the training set. Hence, at runtime, we calculate only the features that are selected by both the feature selection phase and the learning algorithms, further reducing the computational overhead of our framework.
We focus on three tree-based machine learning models: decision tree, random forest and adaptive boosting (AdaBoost). Decision trees [39] are constructed by selecting the feature threshold that best splits the training set, which is then placed in the top of the tree, dividing the training set into two subsets. This process is repeated recursively with the resulting subsets of the training data until each subset belongs to a single class. During testing, the decision tree compares the given features with the selected thresholds starting from the top of the tree until a leaf is found. The predicted class is the class of the leaf node. Random forest [40] is an ensemble of decision trees that are constructed using random subsets of the features. Majority voting is used to get the final prediction from the ensemble of trees. AdaBoost [41] is another type of tree ensemble that trains each tree with examples that the previous trees misclassify.
Runtime Anomaly Diagnosis
At runtime, we monitor resource usage and performance metrics from individual nodes. In each monitoring time step, we use the last W collected metric data to generate the sliding window features that are selected during the training phase. These features are then used by the machine learning models to predict whether each node is anomalous along with the type of the anomaly.
As our goal is to detect anomalies that cause performance variations, raising a false anomaly alarm may waste the time of system administrators or even cause artificial performance variations if the anomaly alarm initiates an automated mitigative action. Hence, avoiding false alarms is more important for us than missing anomalies.
To increase robustness against false alarms, we do not raise an alarm when a node is predicted as anomalous based on data collected from a single sliding window. Instead, we consider an anomaly prediction as valid only if the same prediction persists for C consecutive sliding windows. Otherwise, we label the node as healthy. Increasing the parameter C, which we refer to as the confidence threshold, decreases the number of false anomaly alarms while delaying the detection time. Similar to W , the value of C depends on the characteristics of the target anomalies 2. https://slurm.schedmd.com/ as well as the target system. Hence, C should be selected empirically based on preliminary experiments (see Section 5.3 for details).
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
To evaluate the efficacy of our framework, we run controlled experiments on an HPC testbed. We mimic anomalies observed in this testbed by running synthetic programs simultaneously with various HPC applications, and diagnose the anomalies using our framework and selected baseline techniques. This section presents the details on our target HPC testbed as well as the synthetic anomalies and the applications we use.
Target HPC System
We perform our experiments on Volta, a Cray XC30m testbed supercomputer located at Sandia National Laboratories. Volta consists of 52 compute nodes, organized in 13 fully connected switches with 4 nodes per switch. Each node has 64 GB of memory and two sockets, each with an Intel Xeon E5-2695 v2 CPU with 12 2-way hyper-threaded cores.
Volta is monitored by the Lightweight Distributed Metric Service (LDMS) [10] . At every second, LDMS collects 721 metrics in five categories as described below:
Memory metrics (e.g., the amount of free, cached, active, inactive, dirty memory) CPU metrics (e.g., per-core and overall idle time, I/O wait time, hard and soft interrupt counts, context switch count) Virtual memory statistics (e.g., free, active and inactive pages; read and write counts) Cray performance counters (e.g., power consumption, dirty, write-back counters; received/transmitted bytes/packets) Aries network interface controller counters (e.g., received/transmitted packets, flits, blocked packets) Out of the collected 721 metrics, we discard 158 metrics that are constant during all of our experiments.
Applications
To evaluate our framework using a diverse set of resource usage characteristics, we use benchmark applications with which we can obtain 10-15 minute running times using three different input configurations. Such running times occur frequently in supercomputers [42] . Table 1 presents the applications we use in our evaluation. The NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) are widely used by the HPC community as a representative set of HPC applications. The Mantevo Benchmark Suite is developed by Sandia National Laboratories as proxy applications for performance and scaling experiments. These applications mimic the computational cores of various scientific workloads. In addition, we use kripke, which is another proxy application developed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory for HPC system performance analysis. All applications in Table 1 use MPI for inter-process and inter-node communication.
We run all parallel applications first on four compute nodes, where the nodes are utilized as much as possible by using one MPI rank per core. In bt and sp applications, we do not fully utilize the compute nodes as these applications require the total number of MPI ranks to be the square of an integer. Similarly, cg, ft, and mg applications require the total number of MPI ranks to be a power of two.
In addition to the 4-node application runs, we experiment with 32-node runs with four applications (kripke, miniMD, miniAMR, and miniGhost), with which we can obtain 10-15 minute running times for two input configurations. Using these 32-node runs, we show that our framework can diagnose anomalies when running large applications after being trained using small applications (see Section 5.9).
In our experiments, each application has three different input configurations, resulting in a different running time and resource usage behavior. For example, in miniMD, which is a molecular dynamics application that performs the simulation of a Lennard-Jones system, one input configuration uses the values of certain physical constants, while another configuration replaces all constants with the integer 1 and performs a unitless calculation.
The runs of the same application with the same input configuration leads to slightly different behavior as the benchmarks randomize the application input data and also due to the differences in the compute nodes allocated by the system software. Hence, we repeat each application run five times with the same input configuration but with different randomized input data and on different compute nodes.
Before generating features from an application run, we remove the first and last 30 seconds of the collected time series data to strip out the initialization and termination phases of the application. Note that the choice of 30 seconds is based on these particular applications and the configuration parameters used.
Synthetic Anomalies
The goal of our framework is to learn and identify the signatures of previously observed anomalies. To evaluate our approach with controlled experiments, we design synthetic anomalies that mimic commonly observed performance anomalies caused by application-or system-level issues.
As shown in Table 2 , we experiment with three types of anomalies. Orphan processes typically result from incorrect job termination. These processes continue to use system resources until their execution is completed or until they are forcefully killed by an external signal [3] , [46] . Out-of-memory problems occur due to memory leaks or insufficient available memory on the compute nodes [5] . Finally, contention of shared resources such as network links can significantly degrade performance [8] .
For each anomaly, we use six different anomaly intensities (2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 percent) to create various degrees of performance variation. We adjust the maximum intensities of orphan process and resource contention anomalies such that the anomaly increases the running time of the applications at most by 3X, which is in line with the performance variation observed in production systems [2] . The intensity of the out-of-memory anomalies are limited by the available memory in the system, and add up to 10 percent overhead to the job running time without terminating the job. We do not mimic job termination due to out-of-memory errors as we primarily focus on performance variation rather than failures. We use the following programs to implement our synthetic anomalies: 1) dcopy allocates two equally sized matrices of type double, fills one matrix with a number, and copies it to the other matrix repeatedly, simulating CPU and cache interference. After 10 9 write operations, the matrix size is changed to cycle between 0.9, 5 and 10 times the sizes of each cache level. The anomaly intensity scales the sizes of these matrices. 2) dial stresses a single CPU core by repeatedly generating random floating-point numbers and performing arithmetic operations. The intensity sets the utilization of this process: Every 0.25 seconds, the program sleeps for 0:25 Â ð1 À intensityÞ seconds. 3) leak allocates a ð200 Â intensityÞKB char array, fills the array with characters, sleeps for two seconds, and repeats the process. The allocated memory is never released, leading to a memory leak. After 10 iterations, the program restarts to avoid crashing the main program by consuming all available memory. 4) memeater allocates a ð360 Â intensityÞKB int array and fills the array with random integers. It periodically increases the size of the array using realloc and fills in new elements. After 10 iterations, the program sleeps for 120 seconds and restarts. 5) linkclog adds a delay before MPI messages sent out of and into the selected anomalous node by wrapping MPI functions. The duration of this delay is proportional to the message size and the anomaly intensity. We emulate network contention using message delays rather than using external jobs with heavy communication. This is because Volta's size and flattened butterfly network topology with fullyconnected routers prevent us from clogging the network links with external jobs. Using synthetic anomalies with different characteristics allows us to study various aspects of online anomaly diagnosis such as window size selection, feature selection, and sensitivity against anomaly intensities. Our method, in principle, applies to other types of anomalies as well; however, depending on the anomaly, the framework will likely select a different feature set to generate anomaly signatures and perform diagnosis.
We use two anomaly scenarios: (1) persistent anomalies, where an anomaly program executes during the entire application run, and (2) random-offset anomalies, where an anomaly starts at a randomly selected time while the application is running. In the latter scenario, each application has two randomly selected anomaly start times.
Baseline Methods
We have implemented two state-of-the-art algorithms for HPC anomaly detection as baselines to compare with our work. These algorithms are an independent-componentanalysis-based approach developed by Lan et al. [27] (referred to as "ICA-Lan") and a threshold-based fingerprinting approach by Bodik et al. [13] (referred to as "FP-Bodik"). To test for anomalies in an input sliding window, ICALan constructs a feature vector with the coefficients used during training, and compares the euclidean distance between the new feature vector and all the feature vectors generated during training. If the new feature vector is an outlier, the input is marked as anomalous. In the original paper [27] , ICA-Lan can tell only whether a node is anomalous or not without classifying the anomaly. In our implementation, we generalize this method by replacing their distance-based outlier detector with a kNN (k Nearest Neighbor) classifier.
The original implementation of Lan et al. chooses the top m ¼ 3 components. However, because we collect many more metrics compared to Lan et al.'s experiments, the top m ¼ 3 are not sufficient to capture the important features and results in poor prediction performance. Hence, we use m ¼ 10 as it provides good diagnosis performance in general in our experimental environment [14] .
FP-Bodik
FP-Bodik [13] uses common statistical features and relies on thresholding to compress the collected time series data into feature vectors called fingerprints. Specifically, FP-Bodik first selects the metrics that are important for anomaly detection using logistic regression with L1 regularization. FP-Bodik then calculates the 25th, 50th, and 95th percentiles of the selected time series metrics for each node and each sliding time series window. Then, a healthy range of these percentiles are identified from the healthy runs in the training phase. Next, each percentile is further replaced by a tripartite value (-1, 0, or 1) that represents whether the observed value is below, within, or beyond the healthy range, respectively. FP-Bodik constructs fingerprints that are composed of all the tripartite values for each node and each monitoring window. Finally, the fingerprints are compared to each other, and a fingerprint is marked as anomalous whenever its closest labeled fingerprint (in terms of L2 distance) belongs to an anomaly class.
Implementation Details
We implement our framework in python. We use the SciPy package for the KS test during feature selection and the scikit-learn package for the machine learning algorithms. We use three tree-based machine learning classifiers: decision tree, adaptive boosting, and random forest. In scikit-learn, the default parameters of these classifiers are tuned for a smaller feature set compared to ours. Hence, we increase the number of decision trees in AdaBoost and random forest classifiers to one hundred and set the maximum tree depth in AdaBoost to five. To avoid overfitting to our dataset, we do not extensively tune the classifier parameters. While training the classifiers in our evaluation, we use periodic time series windows instead of sliding windows. This reduces the training times at the expense of a negligible decrease in the detection accuracy, allowing us to perform an extensive evaluation using hundreds of distinct training sets within feasible duration. In a production environment, a similar approach can be taken to tune the input parameters of our framework (W and C). However, to achieve the maximum detection accuracy, the final training should be performed using sliding windows.
Evaluation
We collect resource usage and performance counter data during the following application runs: We run each application with three different input configurations and five repetitions for each input configuration. For each of these application runs, we inject one synthetic anomaly to one of four nodes used by the application during the entire run. We repeat these runs for every anomaly and three anomaly intensities (20, 50 , and 100 percent) for each anomaly. For each above application run, we repeat the same run without any anomaly to generate a healthy data set. In total, the above experiments correspond to 11 Â 3 Â 5 Â 5 Â 3 Â 2 ¼ 4950 four-node application runs.
We use five fold stratified cross validation to divide the collected data into disjoint training and test sets as follows: We randomly divide our application runs into five disjoint equal-sized partitions where each partition has a balanced number of application runs for each anomaly. We use four of these partitions to train our framework and the baseline techniques, and the fifth partition for testing. We repeat this procedure five times where each partition is used once for testing. Furthermore, we repeat the entire analysis five times with different randomly-generated partitions.
We calculate the following statistical measures to assess how well the anomaly detection techniques distinguish healthy and anomalous time windows from each other:
False alarm rate: The percentage of the healthy windows that are identified as anomalous (any anomaly type). Anomaly miss rate: The percentage of the anomalous windows that are identified as healthy. Additionally, we use the following measures for each anomaly type to assess how well the anomaly detection techniques diagnose different anomalies:
Precision: The fraction of the number of windows correctly predicted with an anomaly type to the number of all predictions with the same anomaly type. Recall: The fraction of the number of windows correctly predicted with an anomaly type to the number of windows with the same anomaly type. F-Score: The harmonic mean of precision and recall. Overall F-Score: The F-score calculated using the weighted averages of precision and recall, where the precision and recall of each class is weighted by the number of instances of that class. A na€ ıve classifier that marks every window as healthy would achieve an overall F-score of 0.87 as approximately 87 percent of our data set consists of healthy windows. We also evaluate the robustness of our anomaly detection framework against unknown anomaly intensities, where the framework is trained using certain anomaly intensities and tested with the remaining intensities. Additionally, we use the same approach for unknown application input configurations and unknown applications to show that we can detect anomaly signatures even when running an application that is not encountered during training.
In addition to the analyses using five fold stratified crossvalidation, we perform the following three studies where our framework is trained with the entire data set used in the previous analyses: First, we demonstrate that our approach is not specific to four-node application runs by diagnosing anomalous compute nodes while running 32-node applications. Second, we evaluate our framework when running anomalies with low intensities (2, 5, and 10 percent), and demonstrate that we can successfully detect signatures of anomalies even when the anomaly intensities are lower than that observed during training. Third, we start synthetic anomalies while an application is running and measure the detection delay.
RESULTS
In this section, we first describe our parameter selection for sliding time series window size (W ), the false discovery rate during feature selection, and the confidence threshold (C). We then compare different anomaly detection and diagnosis methodologies in terms of classification accuracy and robustness against unknown applications and anomaly intensities that are not encountered during training. We demonstrate the generality of our framework by diagnosing anomalies during large application runs. Finally, we study the anomaly detection delay and the resource requirements of different diagnosis methodologies.
Window Size Selection
As discussed in Section 3.1, the size of the time series window that is used to generate statistical features may affect the efficacy of anomaly detection. While using a large window size allows capturing longer time series signatures in a window, it delays the anomaly detection. Fig. 2 shows the impact of window size on the overall Fscore of baseline algorithms as well as our proposed framework with three different classifiers. The results presented in the figure are obtained using all features (i.e., without the feature selection step).
While the impact of window size on the overall F-score is below 3 percent, the F-scores of most classifiers tend to decrease with decreasing window size as small windows cannot capture the time series behavior adequately. The impact of the window size depends on the anomaly characteristics. This can be seen in Fig. 3 , which depicts the perclass F-scores of the AdaBoost classifier for different window sizes. The F-score for the memeater anomaly decreases significantly with the decreasing window size. This is because the behavior of application runs with memeater is very similar to the healthy application behavior during memeater's sleep phase, which is 120 seconds. Hence, as the window size gets smaller, more windows occur entirely within memeater's sleep phase both in the training and the testing set, confusing the classifier on memeater's signature. The reduction in the F-score of the healthy class due to this confusion is less significant than that of the memeater class because our dataset has 42 times more healthy windows than windows with memeater.
The window size in our framework needs to be determined based on the nature of the target anomalies and the system monitoring infrastructure. Based on the results in Figs. 2 and 3 , we conclude that a 45-second window size is a reasonable choice to accurately detect our target anomalies while keeping the detection delay low. For the rest of the paper, we use a window size (W ) of 45 seconds.
Feature Selection
Feature selection is highly beneficial for reducing the computational overhead needed during online feature generation. Our framework's feature selection methodology identifies 43-44 percent of the 6,193 features we generate as useful features to identify our target anomalies for an expected False Discovery Rate range between 0.01 and 10 percent. As the FDR parameter has a negligible impact on the number of selected features, we simply use FDR ¼ 1%. Fig. 4 shows the percentage of selected features for each application-anomaly pair. While less than 28 percent of the features are identified as useful for detecting dcopy, dial, leak, and memeater anomalies, up to 41 percent of the features can be used as indicators of linkclog. For the applications where the linkclog anomaly is detrimental for performance such as miniMD, more features are marked as useful. This is because the resource usage patterns of such applications change significantly when suffering from linkclog. On the other hand, applications such as bt and sp are not affected by linkclog as they either have a light communication load or use non-blocking MPI communication. Fewer features are marked as useful for such applications.
Using a reduced feature set can also improve the effectiveness of certain machine learning algorithms. For example, random forest contains decision trees that are trained using a subset of randomly selected features. In the absence of irrelevant features, the effectiveness of random forest slightly increases as shown in Table 3 . The effectiveness of other learning algorithms such as decision tree and AdaBoost are not impacted by feature selection as feature selection is embedded in these algorithms.
The Impact of Confidence Threshold
As shown in the Fig. 5 , the majority of the misclassifications persist only for a few consecutive windows in all classifiers. To reduce false anomaly alarms, we filter out the non-persistent misclassifications using a confidence threshold, C. A prediction is considered as valid only if it persists for C consecutive windows. Fig. 6 shows the change in the false anomaly alarm rate and the anomaly miss rate when using various confidence thresholds. Using C ¼ 5 reduces the false alarm rate by 23-44 percent when using the machine learning algorithms and by 25-69 percent when using the baseline anomaly detection algorithms. On the other hand, the anomaly miss rate increase by 15-30 and 6-34 percent when using the machine learning algorithms and the baselines, respectively. To keep the anomaly detection delay low while decreasing the false alarm rate in all classifiers, we use a confidence threshold of C ¼ 5 for the rest of the paper. Fig. 7 presents the false positive and negative rates for anomaly detection as well as F-scores for the anomaly types we study for the 5-fold stratified cross validation. Our proposed machine learning based framework consistently outperforms the baseline techniques in terms of anomaly miss rate and F-scores. While FP-Bodik can achieve fewer false alarms, it misses nearly a third of the anomalies. The best overall performance is achieved using random forest, which misses only 1.7 percent of the anomalous windows and classifies the target anomalies nearly ideally. It raises false anomaly alarms only for 0.08 percent of the healthy windows, which can be decreased further by adjusting the C parameter at the expense of slightly increased anomaly miss rate and delayed diagnosis. As decision tree is a building block of AdaBoost and random forest, it is simpler and underperforms AdaBoost and random forest as expected.
Anomaly Detection and Classification
The F-scores corresponding to memeater are lower than those for other anomalies as the classifiers tend to mispredict memeater as healthy (and vice versa) during the sleep phase of memeater, where its behavior is similar to healthy application runs. Due to the randomized feature selection in random forest, random forest also uses the features that are not the primary anomaly indicators but are still helpful on anomaly detection. Thus, random forest is more robust against noise in the data, and can still detect memeater where other classifiers are unsuccessful. Also note that the memeater anomaly degrades performance only by up to 10 percent while the dcopy, dial, and linkclog anomalies can degrade application performance by up to 300 percent. Hence, the detection of memeater is harder but is also less critical compared to other anomalies.
As seen in Fig. 7 , FP-Bodik misses nearly a third of the anomalous windows. This is because even though FP-Bodik performs metric selection through L1 regularization, it gives equal importance to all the selected metrics. However, metrics should be weighted for robust anomaly detection. For instance, network-related metrics are more important for detecting network contention than memory-related metrics. Tree-based machine learning algorithms address this problem by prioritizing certain features through putting them closer to the root of a decision tree. Another reason for FP-Bodik's Fig. 5 . Distribution of consecutive misclassifications. Most misclassifications do not persist for more than a few consecutive windows. Fig. 6 . The impact of confidence threshold on the false alarm rate. Filtering non-persistent anomaly predictions using a confidence threshold reduces the false alarm rate while increasing anomaly miss rate. Fig. 7 . Anomaly detection and diagnosis statistics of various classifiers using 5-fold stratified cross-validation. Random forest correctly identifies 98 percent of the anomalies while leading to only 0.08 percent false anomaly alarms.
poor anomaly miss rate is that FP-Bodik only uses 25th, 50th, and 95th percentiles in the time series data. Other statistics such as variance and skew are also needed to capture more complex patterns in the time series.
The diagnosis effectiveness of ICA-Lan is lower than that of both FP-Bodik and our proposed framework, primarily due to ICA-Lan's feature extraction methodology. ICA-Lan uses ICA to extract features from time series. This technique is commonly used for data analysis to reduce data dimensionality, and provides features that represent the independent components of the data. While these features successfully represent deviations, they are not necessarily able to capture anomaly signatures. We illustrate this by comparing the features and metrics that are deemed as important by ICA-Lan and random forest.
The most important ICA-Lan metrics are those with the highest absolute weight in the first ten independent components. In our models, the most important ICA-Lan metrics are the time series of idle time spent in various CPU cores. Idle CPU core time is indeed independent from other metrics in our data as some of our applications do not use all the available CPU cores in a node (see Section 4.2), and the decision on which cores are used by an application is governed by the operating system of the compute nodes.
The most important random forest features are those that successfully distinguish different classes in the training data and are reported by the python scikit-learn package based on the normalized Gini reduction brought by each feature. In our random forest models, the most important features are calculated from time series metrics such as the number of context switches, the number of bytes and packets transmitted by fast memory access short messaging (a special form of point-to-point communication), total CPU load average, and the number of processes and threads created. These metrics are indeed different from those deemed important by ICA-Lan, indicating that the most important ICA-Lan metrics are not necessarily useful to distinguish anomalies.
Classification with Unknown Input Configurations
In a real supercomputer, it is not possible to know all input configurations for given applications during training.
Hence, we evaluate the robustness of anomaly diagnosis when running applications with unknown input configurations that are not seen during training. For this purpose, we train our framework and the baseline techniques using application runs with certain input configurations and test only using the remaining input configurations. Fig. 8 shows F-scores for each anomaly obtained during our unknown input configuration study. Except for the memeater anomaly, our approach can diagnose anomalies with over 0.8 F-score even when the behavior of the applications are different than that observed during training due to the unknown input configurations. The F-scores tend to decrease when more input configurations are unknown. There are two reasons for the decreasing F-scores: First, removing certain input configurations from the training set reduces the training set size, resulting in a less detailed modeling of the anomaly signatures. Second, the behavior of an application with an unknown input configuration may be similar to an anomaly, making diagnosis more difficult. One such example is the memeater anomaly, where healthy application runs with certain unknown input configurations are predicted as memeater by the classifiers.
Classification with Unknown Applications
In a production environment, we expect to encounter applications other than those used during offline training. To verify that our framework can diagnose anomalies when running unknown applications, we train our framework and the baseline techniques using all applications except for Fig. 8 . Anomaly diagnosis statistics when the training data excludes certain unknown input configurations for each application and the testing is done using only the excluded input configurations. Fig. 9 . Anomaly detection and diagnosis statistics when the training data excludes one application and the testing is done using only the excluded unknown application. With the random forest classifier, the proposed framework is robust against unknown applications, achieving over 0.94 F-score and below 6 percent false alarm rate on the average. one application that is designated as the unknown application, and test using only that unknown application. Fig. 9 presents the anomaly detection results when we repeat this procedure where each applications is selected once as the unknown application. With the AdaBoost and random forest classifiers, the proposed framework achieves over 0.94 overall F-score on the average, while the average F-score of ICA-Lan is below 0.65. FP-Bodik achieves a similar F-score but misses 44 percent of the anomalous windows when unknown applications are running.
With random forest, the false alarm rate stays below 5 percent in all cases except when the unknown application is ft or sp. This rate can be further reduced by increasing the confidence threshold, C.
When the characteristics of applications are significantly different than those observed during training, the classifiers mispredict the healthy behavior of these applications as one of the anomalies. When such cases are encountered, the framework should be re-trained with a training set that includes the healthy resource usage and performance data of these applications. False alarm rates tend to increase with unknown applications as unknown applications lead to inconsistent consecutive predictions, which are filtered out during testing. Based on these results, we observe that our approach is robust against unknown applications.
Classification with Unknown Anomaly Intensities
We also study how the diagnosis effectiveness is impacted by unknown anomaly intensities where we use distinct anomaly intensities during training and the remaining intensities during testing. Fig. 10 shows the F-scores for different anomalies with unknown intensities. High F-scores indicate that the anomaly signatures do not change significantly when their intensity changes, and our proposed framework can successfully diagnose anomalies. For example, the memory usage gradually increases with the leak anomaly in all intensities. Hence, leak can be detected based on the skew in the time series of the allocated memory size. The slight decrease in the F-scores is mainly caused by the reduction in the training set. In the dial anomaly, however, the intensity determines the utilization of the anomaly program. That means with an intensity of 20 percent, the anomaly sleeps 80 percent of the time, minimizing its impact on the application performance as well as its signature in resource usage patterns. Hence, when trained with high intensities, the algorithms tend to misclassify low intensity dial as healthy application behavior.
Diagnosing Anomalies with Low Intensities
We study anomaly diagnosis effectiveness when the anomalies have 1/10th of the intensities we have used so far. In this section, we train the framework with the anomaly intensities 20, 50, and 100 percent, and test with the anomaly intensities 2, 5, and 10 percent. Fig. 11 shows the resulting per-anomaly F-scores. In dcopy, leak, and memeater, the intensity determines the size of the memory used in the anomaly program. With low anomaly intensities, random forest diagnoses the signatures of these anomalies with F-scores above 0.98. In linkclog, the intensity determines the delay injected into the MPI communication functions, which is detected even with low intensities. In dial, the intensity sets the utilization of the anomaly program. As the intensity drops, the impact of dial on the application performance and resource usage patterns decreases, making it harder and also less critical to detect the anomaly.
Classification with Large Applications
Our framework can be used to diagnose anomalies when trained only with small application runs. We demonstrate this by using all 4-node application runs for training and 32-node runs for testing. Fig. 12 shows the detection and diagnosis statistics when running 32-node applications. As our framework checks individual nodes for anomalies and does not depend on how Fig. 10 . Anomaly diagnosis statistics when the training data excludes certain unknown anomaly intensities and the testing is done using only the excluded anomaly intensity. Fig. 11 . Anomaly diagnosis statistics when the models are trained with anomaly intensities 20, 50, and 100 percent, and tested with intensities 2, 5, and 10 percent. Most anomaly signatures are detected when the intensity is lowered. In the dial anomaly, the intensity sets the utilization of the synthetic anomaly program, making it less impactful on the application performance and also harder to detect. many nodes are being used in parallel by an application, the application size has minimal impact on the F-scores. The decrease in the F-scores is mainly because large application runs use input configurations that are unknown to the trained models. Hence, the F-scores in Fig. 12 are similar to those in Fig. 8 , where the classifiers are trained with certain input configurations and tested with the remaining ones.
Detection Delay
To analyze the delay during diagnosis, we use random-offset anomalies where the anomaly starts at a randomly selected time while the application is running. For each classifier, we record the time difference between the anomaly start time and the first window where C consecutive windows are labeled as anomalous with the correct anomaly type. Fig. 13 shows the diagnosis delay observed for each anomaly and each classifier as well as the fraction of the anomalies that are not detected until the application execution finished. Random forest achieves only five to ten seconds of delay while diagnosing linkclog and memeater. This delay is due to the fact that the proposed framework requires C ¼ 5 consecutive windows to be diagnosed with the same anomaly before accepting that diagnosis. The delay is larger for other anomalies, where the diagnosis is performed with statistics that slowly change as the 45-second sliding window moves (e.g., mean and variance).
All of the nodes where the linkclog anomaly is not detected run bt and sp applications. These applications intensively use asynchronous MPI functions, which are in general not affected by linkclog. Hence, the impact of linkclog on the running time of bt and sp is negligible, and the detection of linkclog is harder for these applications.
Overhead
We assume that the node resource usage data is already being collected from the target nodes for the purposes of checking system health and diagnostics. State-of-the-art monitoring tools such as LDMS collect data with a sampling period of one second while using less than 0.1 percent of a core on most compute nodes [10] . Table 4 presents the average training and testing time of the baseline techniques as well as our framework with different machine learning algorithms when using a single thread on an Intel Xeon E5-2680 processor. As seen in Table 4 , all approaches require the longest time for feature generation and selection. Note that feature generation and selection are embarrassingly-parallel processes and are conducted only once during training.
Decision tree and random forest classifiers are trained within ten minutes. Although a random forest classifier consists of 100 decision trees, its training is faster than the decision tree classifier. This is because random forest uses a subset of input features for each of its decision trees whereas all features are used in the decision tree classifier. The storage requirements for the trained models of decision tree, AdaBoost, and random forest is a 25 KB, 150 KB, and 4 MB, respectively, whereas the baseline models both require approximately 60 MB.
Detecting and diagnosing anomalies in a single sliding window of a single node with AdaBoost and random forest takes approximately 13 ms using a single thread, which is negligible given that the window period is one second. Decision tree achieves the smallest feature generation overhead because it uses only a third of the features selected by our feature selection method (Section 3.2), whereas AdaBoost and random forest use nearly all selected features.
FP-Bodik has the highest overhead for runtime testing. This is because FP-Bodik calculates the L2 distance of the new fingerprint with all the fingerprints used for training to find the closest fingerprint. While ICA-Lan has a similar process during model prediction with kNN classification, the dimensionality of the space used in the ICA-Lan (10) is significantly smaller than that of FP-Bodik ( > 1000), leading to a much faster model prediction.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Automatic and online detection and diagnosis of performance anomalies in HPC platforms have become increasingly important in today's growing HPC systems for robust and efficient operation. In this paper, we proposed an online anomaly diagnosis framework, which leverages the alreadymonitored performance and resource usage data to learn and detect the signatures of previously-observed anomalies. We evaluated our framework using experiments on a realworld HPC supercomputer and demonstrate that our approach effectively identifies 98 percent of the synthetic anomalies while leading to only 0.08 percent false anomaly alarms, consistently outperforming the state-of-the-art for anomaly diagnosis. We also showed that our approach learns the anomaly signatures independent of the executing applications, enabling anomaly diagnosis even when running applications that are not seen during training.
In this paper, we have focused on detecting signatures of synthetic anomalies. In future work, we will focus on designing elaborate synthetic anomalies that closely mimic the anomalies experienced by HPC system users based on user complaints and feedback. Furthermore, we will integrate our framework with the Lightweight Distributed Monitoring Service to diagnose anomalies while users are running production HPC applications.
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